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SILICON BAY PARTNERS MARKS  
Silicon Bay Partners has developed these guidelines to ensure that outside parties 

properly apply our trademarks and logos (hereinafter “Silicon Bay Partners Marks”). The 

strength of the Silicon Bay Partners Marks depends upon consistent and appropriate use. 

Silicon Bay Partners reserves the right to change these guidelines at any time and solely 

at its discretion. 

 

 

 

             
 

 

CORPORATE LOGO 
Usage Policy 

One of the most valued assets a company has is its logo. It provides a visual representation 

of the company and symbolizes a company’s brand whenever it is used. The Silicon Bay 

Partners logo is recognized as a mark of quality. The corporate logo usage policy was 

established to ensure that our logo is used consistently in all communications. 

The corporate logo affords a means to promote the company and its brand and to gain 

instant recognition for its products, services, published materials, and people. As such, 

managing our logo includes ensuring that Silicon Bay Partners employees, as well as 

others outside the company, use it correctly and with the required permission, as outlined 

in the following pages. 
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Start with our Master Logo 

All uses of the Silicon Bay Partners logo (and related product line logos) must be 

reproductions of the design, traceable to the master logo. Those uses include photos, 

drawings, and line art — for use in print and on the internet. 

Variations, such as handcrafted or cut-and-paste modifications of our logo, are not 

permitted. 

Anyone interested in using the Silicon Bay Partners logo for another company’s 

promotions (in printed material or on a website, for example) must obtain prior written 

permission from Silicon Bay Partners. Usage of the logo by customers, resellers, or other 

companies is subject to review before production.  

Note that our logo may be produced in black or white or it can be run using the following 

specifications: 

Fonts – Named Fonts: MicrogrammaDBolExt, MicrogrammaDMedExt 

Color Information – Named Colors: 

 

Dark  GOLD       R: 195 G: 146 B: 46  #C3922E 

Med   GOLD       R: 227 G: 178 B: 41  #E3B229 

Light GOLD       R: 238 G: 214 B: 136  #EED688 

Dark  BLUE       R: 21 G: 31 B: 58  #151F3A 

Light BLUE       R: 40 G: 56 B: 117  #283875 

Black             R: 35 G: 31 B: 32  #231F20 

White             R: 255 G: 255 B: 255  #FFFFFF 

 

For questions on the use of the logo, contact info@siliconbaypartners.com or call (888) 363-

1856. 

Specifications  

To maintain its visual integrity, our corporate logo should always appear to float in an open 

area, free and separate from any surrounding detail. Graphic detail may not be placed any 

closer to the logo than a distance equal to the height of the logo at the top, bottom, or 

sides. 

Wrong Logo Usage 

Here are examples of incorrect usages of our logo. 

 

 The logo cannot be displayed in 3D. 
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(888) 363-1856  |  info@siliconbaypartners.com  |  www.siliconbaypartners.com 

 

 It is impermissible to retype, recreate, or alter our logo in any 

way. 

 

 The logo cannot have a drop shadow or embossed edges, outer 

glow, or strokes applied. 

 

 Low resolution images are poor representations of the logo. All 

graphic elements, including text, rules, and background edges, 

must be at a distance equal to the height of the logo, or more. 

 

 The logo cannot be compressed or stretched. 

 


